This article by Stephen Bradshaw begins with a reprint of his article originally commissioned by Creative New Zealand in July 2001 and subsequently published in Moving to the future. Ngā whakanekeneke atu ki te Ao o Apōpō, a strategy document for professional contemporary dance 2001-2003. i In this article, Bradshaw investigated significant issues in the development of Māori contemporary dance over thirty years. Bradshaw offered a personal perspective as practitioner and narrated some of the meetings between Māori and contemporary dance, specific wānanga in which Māori artists investigated culturally appropriate ways of using theatre dance arts, and discussing examples of cultural exchange. Bradshaw engaged with key issues and definitions relating to inter-cultural and intra-cultural exchange and offered an understanding of continuum Māori dance that was timely and insightful. The second part of this article contains Bradshaw's response to this article (2002), with a focus on strategies in the support and establishment of Māori contemporary dance in recent years. Complimentary to Bradshaw's work is the subsequent article in this issue of Dance Research Aotearoa by Jack Gray in which he responds to Bradshaw's comments as a current contemporary dance practitioner.
HE TIMATANGA
The purpose of this essay is to open up the territory that exists between Māori dance and contemporary dance, and to show that Māori culture is central and pivotal to the development of contemporary dance. To support this I will offer a series of events and commentaries on selected issues that relay my perspective. My time frame will focus on 1980-2000 and section one of this essay is a narrative of this period. Regarding 'time', I prefer to work in continuum and concepts like traditional, contemporary and futuristic do not sit comfortably with me. To say the word Māori, I must qualify it by saying the word Pākehā (European decent) and in reference to the title, Pākehā relates to contemporary dance. The Treaty of Waitangi is pivotal in this relationship and I will attempt to relate this in the text and subtext of my writing. In section three of this essay, I will look at an event in 1990 when Māori and Pākehā tangata (people) danced and met together to exchange culturally. I will also offer some alternative terms to the divisive ones of bi-cultural, multi-cultural and cross-cultural and replace them with the terms, inter-cultural and intra-cultural. These terms form a more realistic approach to life in Aotearoa New Zealand. My learning of things Māori has been based around general Māori history, specific whānau (family) and tribal history and some basic language skills.
KO AHAU
However, it is the physical, conceptual and spiritual elements of the broader culture that has fed me culturally. As a Māori dance person, I have attempted to meld contemporary life and Māori tradition, and have had many experiences that have significantly shaped my practice, skills and thinking. I refer to some of these experiences later in this essay.
I have associated with many people who have strengthened my knowledge base and I warmly acknowledge their work and contributions towards my development. These associations have occurred in a multitude of settings and situations and impact on my observations in this essay.
MĀORI DANCE
Tangata Māori have always been contemporary and creative. Art and dance help to form the core of our culture. In a cultural context, I don't believe the term 'contemporary' has much importance or relevance. Rather, I feel it aids the feeling of dislocation that a 'contemporary society' may have about itself in that it removes the society from its past. This dislocation is enhanced when Māori take on these terms and believe that they may better communicate to the world by using them. The personal description and title 'contemporary Māori artist' is limiting, and has provided a confusing and didactic debate that has carried on since we adopted the words. The definitions eventually focus on points of difference rather than connections and further divisions are created. This has affected the intergenerational relationship between kaumatua (elders) and rangatahi (youth).
I believe the focus should be on the creators or the actual people who are dancing rather than on the notional and conceptual terms of contemporary or traditional dance. I find this more useful and practical, given the reality that dance is the most ancient of the arts and it is created and transferred by people. A particular dancer's style is attributed to the influences he or she takes on and rejects from mentors, tutors and observation.
In Māori terms, everyone descends from a line of ancestors. The above questions still have currency and the issues that were raised at this wānanga are being asked again today. They are provocative to Māori but part of the stance and direction that was laid down at this gathering.
INTRA-CULTURAL EXAMINATIONS

INTER-CULTURAL EXCHANGES
As an example of dance people meeting to share and work culturally, I offer this case study of the 1990 Australia/New Zealand Composers and Choreographers Symposium, which was held in Otaki, north of Wellington. Both countries had been having regular and formal gatherings since 1981 for mutual dance developments.
None of the previous gatherings had addressed indigenous issues or personal cultural identity. I was involved in the reference group formed by the Queen Elizabeth II (QEII) Arts Council prior to the event, which I also attended.
The week-long gathering was highly charged and set up in a way that attendees' comfort levels were catered for and confronted at the same time. At Otaki, the powhiri was a dynamic and powerful affair that shaped and encapsulated the entire wānanga: dance was firmly on the cultural and political agenda for a change. This gathering was about much more than music and dancing and this provided the 'current'. However, the 'undercurrent' was political and therefore about addressing power and equity issues. This wānanga set out to establish that there were mutual benefits for artists in acknowledging and supporting the development of the indigenous traditional and contemporary dance in Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand.
Like any ethnicity and race-related issue, this provocation was highly controversial and meant different things to different people, especially within the mix that this gathering provided. Issues of Aboriginal development in the Australian context are different to Māori in the New Zealand context. This caused a major division because some people assumed that oppression was generic and thought that since the practice and effect of oppression was the same the solutions would be the same. This racist theory was popular with those who were not oppressed.
The 'oppressed' at the wānanga gathered in the knowledge that they are all unique and require specific solutions to re-affirm their world view. This ideology developed into a white versus black debate and highlighted the generational divide.
Despite these threatening conflicts, there was an overall strong generational unity and across the barriers, there were some clear resolutions in attitude and resolve for action. Māori and Aboriginal interactions were powerful and have sealed an ongoing relationship. Whilst Paiki Johnson xvi was demonstrating his relationship with the taiaha (fighting stick) and bird forms, an Aboriginal dancer embodied one of his birds and approached Paiki. This caused moments of real tension as it was unexpected and might have been taken as a challenge. However, the opposite happened as these two amazing leaders improvised and uplifted each another's mana (authority) through dance. This single event thawed any early barriers have to respond to equity issues by law. In dance practitioner terms, we must also assess our own organisations to further support equity.
HE WHAKAMUTUNGA
In this essay I have offered three main sections and within them narratives on some recent dance events that have shaped Māori and Pākehā dance relations. The Māori perspective is a worldview that reaches out to explore while being rooted in the earth by ancient links created by whakapapa. Māori must be engaged at all levels of dance in Aotearoa New Zealand to respond to the development of theatre dance and the continuum of creative energy that Māori descendants embody. Toi Māori Aotearoa staff to decide if the concept was strong enough and if the artist had the resources in place to deliver to the concept and plan. Up to $1,000.00 was released for each successful brief and as a result of this strategy, 12 concepts were supported over the period. The majority of the concepts were taken into full production.
Contemporary Māori dance
TE REA
The second strategy involved a series of wānanga with three-four new works all being workshopped at the same time. An 'Expression of Ideas' document was sent to artists and they then outlined their concept and intention as to how the work would be developed and eventually produced. 
CONCLUSIONS OF WHAKAHAUNGIA AND TE REA
Artistically and culturally there were some important factors that we outlined and established within Te Ope o Rehua as we learnt from these strategies, relating to understanding Māori contemporary dance and dancers:
• The choreographer is Māori;
• The research base explores kaupapa Māori;
• Tikanga Māori is an element that drives the process;
• The dancers and allied artists (composer, costume, etc) are Māori;
• The theme or kaupapa of the work relates to Te Ao Māori;
• The physicality and vocabulary of movement was innovative by utilising aspects from Te Ao Tawhito (ancient), Te Ao Hurihuri (colonisation) and
Te Ao Hou (contemporary); and
• The final dance would be recognised as a Māori art work.
This strategy has had a discreet but important impact on the development of Ma te mahi me te werawera ma te waewae rara, ka korero, aa ka marama.
xxiii By the work of our physical expression we communicate with greater clarity.
WAI-ATA-RAU-REFLECTIONS
This story is not complete and I would hope in the future to write further on my All institutions played a role in training new young dancers that have been influential over this period. Acknowledgements must go to all those tutors and course directors. Private tutors and independent dance studios and clubs provide the seeding place for the very young and dance community.
Appendix 1
A Timeline of Companies & Selected Events
Dance Aotearoa New Zealand (DANZ) national dance agency was established to deliver some key functions across all forms of dance.
• Past members-Taiaroa Royal, Susanne Renner, Gayleene Sciascia, Merenia Grey, Teri Crawford, Mere Boynton. Current advisory members:
Dance Moss Patterson, Drama Hone Kouka.
• He maumahara ki a Don Selwyn ratou ko Wikuki Kaa ko John Tahuparae. 
